THE SOCIAL, CULTURAL
AND POLITICAL IMPACT
OF ZIONISM IN LIBYA
Rachel Simon

The development

of the Zionist movement

in Libya was an evolu

tionaryprocess which brought changes in ways of thinkingand
New social and
behaviorwithoutdetachingcompletely
from tradition.
economicelementsenteredpublic life(lowermiddle class andwomen)

and changes took place in education (modern Hebrew
language and
literature and modern Jewish history). This is not to say, however, that

thosesocial elementsdid not have any part inpublic lifebeforehand,

but now

their involvement

became

a mainstream

one. Similarly,

traditionaleducationdid not cease,and theoldpoliticalguard contin
ued to exist: theofficialcommunalleadershipwas manned by it,and

Zionist

leaders were observant Jews who were backed by many rabbis.

Despite thegrowing involvementof women, theyhardly reached
leadership positions.

The

impact of
but also
political
from the entry of
life, and
political

in Libya was not only
the Zionist movement
This resulted
cultural
and
economic.
social,
new socioeconomic
classes
into
from
people
and cul
of new socioeconomic
the advocacy
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ideas by the Zionists, which
they tried
in preparation
for life in Israel. These

to implement
in
were
processes

opposed bymany of themembers of the traditional leadership

and consequently
their development
had to overcome
several
since
hurdles.
these
internal
the
conflicts
Moreover,
among
in
smooth
administration
of
Jews, especially
Tripoli, prevented

the community,
to inter
the Italian authorities
felt it necessary
vene and stop some of the political
activities and thus direct the
local groups
into cultural and social activities.

Major Phases ofZionist Activity inLibya
The first testimonies
of Zionist
activity in Libya are from
a
in Tripoli and Benghazi
when
small
number
of
individuals
1900,
contacted
the Central Zionist Organization
to spread
and wanted
in Libya. Due
Zionism
to the lukewarm and slow reply and also

to difficulties in political activity in Libya during the late

Hamidian

this correspon
period and under the Young Turks,
in 1904.1 Zionist
was
dence
ceased
renewed
under
activity
Italian rule (1911-1942/43),
after
I.
World
War
Zion
especially
ist clubs were
in Tripoli
established
and Benghazi,
often in
connection
with
the Italian Zionist
to which
Federation
they
This
the
1920s-1930s,
belonged.
activity strengthened
during
to cultural-social,
as will be
though its foci altered from political
later. Contacts with Zionists abroad, and
discussed
in
especially

War
Palestine,
increased,
II, when
mainly
following World
soldiers and emissaries were in Libya. These
Jewish Palestinian
had a strong impact on social and cultural as well as
connections
economic
and political
tendencies
Jews.
among Libyan

Characteristics
Zionism

of Political Activists

in Libya Prior to

the Jewish leadership was
of spiri
Traditionally,
composed
tual and temporal
leaders. The former were
rabbis who be
longed to a limited number of families, several of which stemmed
from abroad
The
(mainly from Palestine,
Italy and Turkey).
was
in
the
hands
of
the
heads
of
rich
temporal
leadership
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mercantile
families, many of whom had strong economic,
social,
and cultural ties with Italy. Thus, the leaders came from a small
or
number of families, who were renowned
for their scholarship
for their wealth. Women
had no part in the leadership,
although
in various
communal
those
activities, mainly
they participated
connected with welfare.

Characteristicsof theEarlyZionist Activists inLibya
There are only a few documents
relating to early Zionist
in Libya.
activities
It seems that only a few men were
involved
in these activities during 1900-1904,
the period covered by this
From their correspondence
with
the Central
correspondence.
one might
Zionist Organization
conclude
that those on the
side were mostly
Jews with foreign (i.e., non-Ottoman)
Libyan
were among the
who
and profes
citizenship,
wealthy merchants
was
sionals.2 Although
of
the
in
it
Hebrew,
part
correspondence
seems
that these people were more
fluent in European
lan
to requests
from
guages.3 As a result of the limited response
the
of
non-Ottoman
and
non-Turkish
Libya,
difficulty
leading
in Libya
in the late Ottoman
national
activities
and
period,
interest
the
limited
the
Westernized
Jews to
among
perhaps
at the time belonged,
whom
the activists
the Zionist
activity
1904 (or at least no documentation
ceased
around
of it re
and did not spread to other classes of Libyan Jews.
mained),

Zionist Activists

in theMid-1910s-1920s

With
the renewal of Zionist
activity in Libya under Italian
in the socioeconomic
of most
rule, the change
background
Zionist
activists
is striking. Most
of them were young profes
to enter commu
sionals of the lower middle
class, who wanted
in order to change the socioeconomic,
nal politics
cultural, and
was
most
structure
of
the
This
in
apparent
political
community.4

Tripoli. To this end they established societies and clubs, and
tried to operate

in two directions:

competition,
political
tional efforts. When

however,
it became

educational
often

known

and political. The
their educa

hindered
who

stood

behind
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were
the focus of Zionist
educational
to
rivals
took
not to
convince
students
activity, political
pains
courses
and
to
had
shut
down.5
attend,
many
In order to achieve
in
socioeconomic
and political
changes
arena and
the community,
the Zionists
entered
the political
on a different
confronted
the old guard, which was
based
socioeconomic
and
held
other
views.
background
political

Hebrew

courses,

which

Whereas in thepast thepolitical struggle in the communitywas

between
individuals
of a similar socioeconomic
back
as
as
well
between
the
mercantile
class
Westernized
and
ground,
in
was
the religious
the
1920s
the
between
leadership,
struggle
and modern
to the
groups, one belonging
opposing Westernized
on
and
the
other
based
lower
rich, mostly
Italianized,
group,
middle
class Jews who also had modern
education,
taking Zion
ism as their ideological
In contrast to the past, the
orientation.
latter had clear short and long term political
goals
regarding
their life in Libya and Palestine, whereas
the former leadership
was mainly
concerned
with ad hoc issues and did not have a
clear-cut political
program.
The conflicts between
these groups eventually
the
paralyzed
of
the
communal
of
and
the
Italian
operation
leadership
Tripoli
mainly

in 1929 to intervene.
authorities
decided
an
They appointed
Italian (Christian)
civil servant
to administer
the community,
and no further elections were held during
the Italian period.
This move
to focus on cultural and social
forced the Zionists
activities,
enhanced

and consequently
revival.
Hebrew

the 1930s are characterized

by an

The spiritual communal
did not allow changes
in
leadership
its traditional educational
of
Talmud
Torah
institutions
system
in Tripoli
and Khoms,
(in most other places, except for Benghazi
the movement
was
for educational
not
change
yet strong). It did
not prevent, however,
the establishment
of independent
after
noon Hebrew
courses
who
the
formed
by self-taught Zionists,

Ben Yehuda societyand established theHaTikvah evening school
in the
early 1930s. This

institution

paved

the way

for educational

changes in the 1940s, and brought hundreds of young people,
?

ideas
female, into close contact with Zionist
mostly
political
as well as social. The
of females resulted from the
predominance
fact that Hebrew
was
education
almost non-existent
in the

educational systems thatJewishgirls frequented (thispart of the
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themove
AIU system was of a low level). This period witnessed
toHebrew
from Judeo-Arabic
who
among Libyan Jews
regarded
as Zionists,
ac
while
Italian was
themselves
simultaneously

quired by all Jews educated inmodern institutions and those

who

for their economic
the language
activity.
in Zionist circles, formost Libyan
their
involvement
Despite
Jews, Zionism was more theoretical than practical or self-fulfill
?
to the Land of Israel).
ing (i.e., leading to aliyah
immigration
needed

They approved of theZionist ideas inprinciple, learnedHebrew

and became
with developments
the "New
among
acquainted
in Palestine,
Yishuv"
but only a few prepared
for
themselves
even
new
to
and
less
Some
Palestine.
aliyah
actually
immigrated
were already apparent
in this period:
manifestations
1. The desire
to create a "New Jew" ?
culturally,
socially,
and politically.
economically
2. The inclusion of girls, first as students and soon after also
as teachers, in the emerging Hebrew
educational
system.
from the Hebrew
3. Modern
education
drawing
heavily
educational
system in Palestine.
4. Leadership
by teachers who were not from the traditional

rabbinic class, and had modern, mainly Italian, education
comple
and independent
mented
Jewish education
by basic traditional
to be religiously obser
modern Hebrew
studies, who continued
vant.

on Zionist
5. Emphasis
issues
tempts to change the socioeconomic
and improve the lot of itsmembers.

The

Impact of Zionism During

in education,
at
including
structure of the community

the Postwar Period

II. Jews
activity ceased during World War
and
traditional
communal
suffered
schools,
the German pres
under the anti-Jewish racial legislation, while
ence in Libya grew.6 The events of the war broke the trust the
their condition
Jews of Libya had in improving
through Euro
and the pogroms of November
1945 showed
pean Westernization,
them the dangers
they might encounter under an independent
for the future
Arab rule (which was one of the options discussed
Jewish political
could attend only

of Libya).7

In addition

to these

two developments,

the Jews of
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came into an immediate
contact with numerous
Jewish
Libya
soldiers who served in the British army in Libya, and
Palestinian
sent to
who were
later met several
Jewish emissaries
special
were
in
believers
Palestine.
Both
from
groups
strong
Libya

Zionism and wanted to help the Libyan Jews following their

the war. As a result, the Palestinian
Jews were
in recreating an educational
system, as teach
of a
the
establishment
and advisors,
ers, directors,
through
in Benghazi
and Tripoli. They not
Hebrew
school system, mainly
the contacts be
curricula but also strengthened
only prepared
in
tween the Hebrew
Palestine
and the one
educational
system
suffering during
involved
deeply

that due tomilitary
Knowing
requirements
?
some of whom were
the
leave
soon,
soldiei^
Libya
they might
in their civilian
life? made
educators
special efforts to train
modern Hebrew
teachers. This was not only a change in educa
emerging

in Libya.

a large
but also a social
because
change,
teachers were women,
and previously women
had had no part in the communal
educational
system, either as
or as teachers. Although
students
Torah
traditional
Talmud
to exist, the leadership
continued
schools
of the educational
to themodern Hebrew
teachers. The status of the
system passed
tional

number

orientation
of the new

latter had

increased not only in their field but also in the

in general,
to hold
and
community
they started
leadership
a
not
in
formal
positions,
though
always
way.8
The postwar period had also witnessed
the foundation
of the
as
a
conse
movement
in
direct
(HeHalutz)
pioneering
Libya,
of Zionist
ideas of creating a "New Jew" and changing
quence
the social and economic
structure of Jewish life.While
it is true
that not many
the
and
fewer
movement,
Jews joined
young
participated

in its training

farm (with women

entering

appar

ently only in thevery last stages of the later 1940s), thisexperi
ment was highly regarded inLibya at the theoretical level.Not

in it, and families were
many were ready to actually participate
reluctant that their children, and especially
their daughters,
live
an "immoral"
in what
their
they regarded
lifestyle and waste
time in despicable
professions.

as the
Zionism
connec
the growing
Viewing
only solution,
tions with the institutions of the Yishuv
in Palestine,
the creation
of HeHalutz
in Libya, and the difficulties
in immigration
to
Palestine
increased
the efforts at illegal immi
during 1945-1949
in which
the new leadership
and Zionist
gration,
youth were
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The

experience

they got during

high demand during themass

when

Israeli

emissaries

were

this period
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was

in

legal emigration of 1949-1951,
operating

legally

in Libya,

and

Israeli ships took Jewsdirectly fromLibya to Israel. Apart from

was
most of the operation
in the
the Israeli administrators,
numer
included
which
hands of the new emerging
leadership,
a
ous members
and
of the middle
lower classes,
including
women.
concen
the
included
number
of
This
operation
growing
in Tripoli,
the preparation
tration of the Jews of the hinterland
of the community
for emigration,
and at the same time continu

it?
ing to provide
?

hinterland

with

including the numerous Jews from the

the necessary

services

(mainly health,

educa

tion and housing). While it is true that the official leadership

continued

to include mainly members

community

was

of the old mercantile

class

(the Chief Rabbi was from Israel), the daily operation of the
in the hands

of the emerging

Zionist

leadership.
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